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 Mobile commerce plays a major role in Electronic transactions. Although the security 

measures provide a good quality of services, it would not satisfy the maximum level of 
Authentication and verification.  The proposed rank based indirect virtual key input 

method provides maximum security for basic attacks like shoulder surfing and screen 

shots attacks. M-commerce with our proposed system gives the higher level of 
password protection. Most  virtual  key  inputs  in the  currently  available  mobile  

phones  are  QWERTY  model  virtual  keys only but security breaches mostly 

occurring in these types of regular virtual keyboards. Distributed Hasse lattice principle 
is used to find the maximum hit of the key letter. Universal upper bound and universal 

lower bound of the keys separate the most hit rated and least hit rated keys in the higher 

and lower order levels. The relation between the keys is correlated using partially 
ordered set rule. The proposed virtual keyboard regenerates the array of key PIN matrix 

periodically with maximum hit rate as in the first two rows and least used ones in the 

lower order rows as in the universal distributed lattice. The achievable thing in the 
proposed model for avoiding shoulder surfing, screen shot attack and man in the middle 

attack. 
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INTRODUCTION 

M-commerce is defined as the delivery of 

trusted transaction services over mobile devices for 

the exchange of  services  between consumers,  

merchants  and  financial  institutions. Mobile  

Commerce  is  an  evolving  area  of  E Commerce,  

where  users  can  interact  with  the service 

providers through a mobile and Wireless network,  

using  mobile  device  for  information retrieval  and  

transaction  processing.  Therefore in the nearby 

future, almost all transactions are made via portable 

devices like smart phones and digital wallets. The 

issues occurring in now a day getting increased with 

vulnerable attacks like shoulder surfing, screen shots 

while hitting the keyboards or man in the middle 

attack. Analysis with stringent experiments is 

conducted all over the world to avoid or at least to 

reduce these types of open environment as well as 

passive attacks as shown in the fig 1 a. 

 
Fig. 1a: List of parameters and their response RAGURAM et al (2002)  
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2. Literature Review: 

2.1 Drag-and-Type: A New Method for Typing with 

Virtual Keyboards on Small Touch screens T. KWON 

et.al. (2130). 

It developed unique drag and tap and drag and 

drop model in the mobile virtual keyboard with small 

flat touch screen enables those consumers to navigate 

various kinds of services and applications very 

easily, promptly, and intuitively with their fingers. 

The small touch screen is also changing the way of 

typing alphanumeric characters on those devices. 

Without a physical keyboard, today‟s smart phones 

popularly present virtual keyboards, aka software 

keyboards based on the high-resolution of small 

touch screens, e.g., 4.8″1280*720 pixels (306 ppi) 

and 3.5″640*960 pixels (326 ppi) in commodities. 

To input alphanumeric keys (PIN), for example, 

consumers may tap their fingers on the small virtual 

keyboard through the small touch screen but there 

exist at least two concerns that strongly motivate this 

study    

The problem of drag and tap or drag and type 

with random key order would take too much time say 

20 to 30 sec on an average. It may lead to session 

time out and increased error rate while typing. It does 

not is not focus onwhich mechanism is captured the 

Biometric data andno secure encryption algorithm is 

provided to transmitthe biometric fingerprint image 

to the server side. Italso does not focus on the Fuzzy 

logic threshold level rules. 

 

2.2  On the Privacy Risks of Virtual Keyboards: 

Automatic Reconstruction of Typed Input from 

Compromising Reflections. RAGURAM et al (2002). 

This paper discusses about the security breaches 

occurring via shoulder surfing attacks. Most of the 

surfing can be compromised by using camera and 

direct reflections from the sun glasses wear by the 

customer or end user in the public or crowd places. 

The shoulder surfer can capture video using 

surveillance camera using his/her high end smart 

phone or web camera. From various point of scale or 

distance using perfect camera the shoulder surfer can 

eves drop the data entered by the customer/end user. 

One disadvantage here wants to discuss that if the 

virtual key entered is visual echo hided one means, 

the surveillance camera lost compromising criteria.      

 

3. System Design: 

To protect the password or Pin, the starting point 

(login PIN) itself considered as to be secure. In order 

to resist against the attacker (shoulder surfer), the 

keyboard of the mobile should have random keys for 

the attacker to guess the exact password and it should 

highly probable to type for the original user as shown 

in the fig 2. 

 

3.1 Existing system in mobile virtual keyboard: 

A smart phone is now becoming a part of 

electronics consumer‟s lives and turns out to be one 

of the most popularly used consumer electronic 

devices. Its small flat touch screen enables those 

consumers to navigate various kinds of services and 

applications very easily, promptly, and intuitively 

with their fingers. The small touch screen is also 

changing the way of typing alphanumeric characters 

on those devices. Without a physical keyboard, 

today‟s smart phones popularly present virtual 

keyboards, aka software keyboards based on the 

high-resolution of small touch screens, e.g., 

4.8″1280*720 pixels (306 ppi) and 3.5″640*960 

pixels (326 ppi) in commodities. To input 

alphanumeric keys for example, consumers may tap 

their fingers on the small virtual keyboard through 

the small touch screen but there exist at least two 

concerns that strongly motivate this study 

RAGURAM et al (2002). 

 

 
(a)                                         (b) 

 

Fig. 2a: Ordinary key input (PIN) method. b) Beep sound. C) Visual echo. 

 

First, the smart phone users are frequently 

experiencing difficulties and also many errors in 

typing alphanumeric keys (PIN) with their thick 

thumbs because a small virtual keyboard even with 

the reduced set of touchable keys can only provide 

tiny size keys to the users (Go, K. and Y. Endo, 2007). 

Unfortunately, such a larger key may only allow a 

partial keyboard layout having the reduced set of 

keys on the small touch screen, e.g., separate layouts 

for alphabets and numeric (and/or special) characters, 

and pop-up keys for rendering more characters on the 

keys at best. Note that the partial keyboard layout 

requires a number of switches between distinct 

layouts.
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Fig. 3: process of spy/surveillance during typing password 

 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1.1-(a), even worse, a 

visual echo, i.e., the most widely used response 

method on the virtual keyboard, can be occluded and 

hidden under the thick thumb with blunt touch. 

Second, the consumers are susceptible to malicious 

people nearby or spyware inside as discussed by Cai 

and H. Chen et. al.: Key Logger Aug 2011. They can 

capture the key input, particularly secret input such 

as a password, in mobile environments. As illustrated 

in Fig. 3.1.1-(b), when the visual echo is eminently 

shown bigger, the malicious people nearby can read 

what actually was entered by the consumer. This is 

called a shoulder-surfing attack that is more effective 

in a crowded place. In this paper, the two concerns 

regarding accuracy and security motivated the 

authors to develop a new style of typing.The full 

layout of the virtual keyboard presented on the small 

touch screens. It was found that the proposed method 

can particularly be used for accurate and secure 

typing on the small touch screen regarding security-

sensitive consumer electronics applications.  

Drawbacks of the Existing System (Random 

Keyboard with Drag and Drop). 

a) Time taken to enter the password or PIN 

requires more than ordinary entry time. 

b) Error rate while typing the password is too 

high. 

c) Session time lapsed due to error and password 

entry. 

3.2 Proposed System of Highest Hit Rate Key 

Based Partially Ordered Input Method 

a) Partial ordered set:  In the proposed structure, 

the key input PIN would be in random but the order 

of making shuffled keys is different (Raguram et al 

2013). To make it partially ordered, by considering 

PARTIALLY ORDERED SET and LATTICE 

structure of Hasse diagram to arrange the key 

according to the number of hits as shown in the fig 3. 

Let us consider the key inputs as u, v, w, and z. The 

simple logic in the “poset” (partially ordered set) is 

number of highest values get placed in the upper 

bound than the lower bound keys set (Raguram et al 

2013). 

 
Fig. 4: Hasse diagram and the arrangement of keys with relative partial ordering. 

 

b) Hit Rate: From the below fig 3 mentioned, if 

the key z‟s hit is more than the hit rate of u, v which 

is in the middle order of the row in the virtual 

keyboard fig 4. 

 

.  

Fig. 5: Arrangement of highest hit rate keys (say an) at the top two rows. 
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C.  Input Interface:  It is possible to enter the 

character accurately with visual selected key echo 

and vibration feedback (S. Zhai et.al.  2002). A user 

has to verify the location of the target character keys 

before touching on the touch screen. When the touch 

event, e.g., ACTION_DOWN, is occurred, the 

proposed keyboard hides all keys automatically 

without an additional action, e.g., pressing the hide 

key button. So a user has no extra burden to enter the 

characters with this method. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6a: Randomized hit rate oriented key arrangement. b) Hidden keys to avoid screen shot attack. 

 

4.  I

mplementation and Results: 

a. Distributive and Non-distributive Lattice: 

Boolean values 0 and 1 are the lowest and 

highest hits measurable counts in the key rows. Let 

us consider the single value „a‟ as the hit or input as 

shown in the fig 6.1.a.The value has upper bound as 

1 and lower bound as 0. If more than one input is 

typed in the keyboard layout say a set S = {a, b, c, d, 

e, f, g} as shown in the fig 6.1 b. According to the 

relations between the input keys (i.e) based on hits 

occurred in the virtual key, the keys get shuffled and 

ordered from the lowest row say Rn-1 to highest R0. 

The basic concept behind this ordering is distributive 

lattice with their relations. The central row R1 has 

threeinput keys a, d, g. Among those virtual key „d‟ 

has highest relation with other virtual keys. 

In the same fig 6.1 a) another set of 

diagrammatic representation reveals that, an un-

ordered pair of arrangement in fig a. this is 

sometimes due irregular hit rates of the virtual key 

inputs.

  

 
Fig. 7.1a: distributive partially ordered with upper bound 1 and lower bound 0. b) Non-distributive partially 

ordered with upper and lower bounds as 1 and 0. 

 

Distributive Lattice Algorithm for Retrieval of 

the covering graph 

Data: An ideal tree T (L)=(V ,F)  

The adjacency list of immediate predecessors, 

sorted in non-increasing order of their labels, for 

every vertex I∈V in the covering graph 

G(L)=(V,U)  of the corresponding lattice L .  

 

PSEUDOCODE: 

begin 

for eachk∈ [1 . . . n ] do 

Compute SORT[ k]  the list of elements with 

label k  in T ( L) ; 

for k=ndownto 1 do 

for each I∈SORT[k] do 

I mP red ( I )←{} ; 

J ′←  the first element in I mP red (P aren t ( I ) ) ; 

WhileJ ′ ≠I do 

Let J  be the child of J ′  with label k ;{ J  is the 

first child of J ′}  

I mP red ( I )←ImP red ( I )∪{J } ; 

J ′←  the next element in I mP red (P aren t ( I ) ) ; 

I mP red ( I )←ImP red ( I )∪Chi ld ( I ) ; 
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For eachI∈SORT[k] do 

Delete I  from the list of children of its parent; 

end 

 

If a shoulder surfer especially in the public or 

crowd environment visualizing your password during 

the mobile transaction, able to notify the highlighted 

letter, virtual input key‟s current location and 

position, order of entry and row with which the key 

input has pressed as explained in the fig 2. To avoid 

all this things, randomized key generation along with 

that distributive or non-distributive relative partial 

ordering mechanism is used. In the fig 6.2 (a) given 

below, the regular orientation of virtual keys in the 

keyboard layout. Fig 6.2 (b) shows that the random 

orientation of keys and hiding all the virtual keys 

while touching the virtual keypad. It will ensure that, 

the typed password letters are protected from the 

screen shot attack and man-in-the-middle attack.

 

 
Fig. 8.1a: Regular keyboards with highlighted virtual key input below is the hidden keyboard showing exact 

position of letters. (b) Random key arrangement in virtual keyboard below is the hidden keyboard 

showing random position of letters. 

 

b.Time complexity for the attacks: 

 Let us consider the 6*6 array matrix, alphabets 

(a, b, .z) are 26 letters and numeric values (0, 1,.9) 

are 10 numbers thus totally 36 alphanumeric keys 

with their input combination of (36
8
)~O(n

a
). Where, 

„n‟is the number of combination of input characters 

(say numbers=0 to 9 and alphabets = a to z).The 

value of „a‟ depends on the number of password 

length character. Let us consider the sample alpha-

numeric password „7SIVA951‟. The Brute force 

attack needs O (36
a
) unit time required to compute. If 

we want to consider the special characters, the array 

matrix increases accordingly to 7*7 matrixes etc.  

For the 6*6 matrix of keys, the password keys 

entered in the beginning stage is almost random and 

time taking process. Therefore it took more time to 

find the exact key input as shown in the fig 7. After 

one or two time entry level the upcoming 

regeneration are customer friendly because of lattice 

relation.

 

 

 
Fig. 9: The Array Matrix with Random order of keys 
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In order to increase the speed of the password 

entry time and completing the task within the given 

session, the password PIN should be easily 

identifiable for the customer only and not for the 

others.In this matrix given in the fig 7, the 

highlighted (red colored) letters be the PIN 7NSVL. 

The first letter would be 7 and so on. At the second 

time of the entry, the 7 key PIN would be at the first 

row but shuffled within that row in order to confuse 

the attacker. The same way all other keys also 

shuffled in the respective rows by their Partial order 

number and hits (RANK). During every hit of the 

touch screen, all the virtual keys getting hided and 

reshuffled within that row itself as discussed in (S. 

Wiedenbeck et al May 2006). This causes the 

adversary getting more complexity to find the correct 

and complete PIN. 

DISCUSSIONS:In table 2, the analysis made 

with different touch screen size like 3.5”, 4”, 4.5”, 

5”, 6” touch screen mobile phones. The key letters 

vary from 3square millimeter to 4.0 millimeter 

square. The distance between adjacent key letters is 

average of 0.27 mm. 

The discussion considered among various virtual 

keypad structures like QWERTY, regular, and 

regular (echo), random keypad, sec3pass (D. S. Tan 

et.al. 2005) and our proposed hit rate based partial 

ordered key. The constraints are as follows. 

a) Total no. of. Participants =18. 

b) Skilled in typing also LITERATED=11. 

c) Semi-skilled in typing also LITERATED=4. 

d) Un-skilled in typing also SEMI-

LITERATED=3. 

       The experimental results shows that the 

error rate increases when decrease in the size of the 

touch screen mobiles as shown in the table 2.

 
Table 2: Analysis of password entry time, occurrence of success, error rate in different sized touch screens 

 
Results: 

Another important inference obtained from that 

is the time required to type analphanumeric 

character of size 8 would be very less in high 

screened regular keyboard for most of the 

participants and vice-versa (V. Balakrishnan et al. 

2008). The average successful hit of a complete eight 

digit password in different sized mobiles are also 

varies accordingly. 

  

 
 

Fig. 10: Results Obtained For the Proposed Partial Ordered Random Key Input. 

 

 While comparing the ordinary random ordered 

keys with the proposed partial order keys, there is a 

considerable variation seen between these two 

variant keyboards. On an average, in the public 
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environment while travelling in a bus or train the 

end-user must aware about the attackers (anywhere 

in the open public) and may safeguard their digital 

wallets like password using this type of indirect 

password methods.The results corresponding to the 

input.  

 

Conclusion: 

This method was extended to its secure virtual 

keyboard version called Hit Rate virtual key to deal 

with shoulder surfing and spyware attacks. The 

Secure method was more efficient and/or more 

secure compared to the related authentication 

methods. The user studies and the attack experiments 

conducted in this paper confirm that it would be 

promising to adapt this user friendly random key 

access method.  When a more accurate typing is 

preferred, and this method when a more accurate and 

securing typing is required on the consumer 

electronic devices. Specifically, a secure (and 

accurate) password entry can be achieved by the 

Secure input key method. The limitation is it can 

only resist a touch-based spyware attack. In the 

future study, a new method will be explored to resist 

an advanced spyware attack based on recording the 

whole interactions between consumer and electronic 

device through the small high-resolution touch 

screens. 
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